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Tesla Engine Builders Association

Greetings Mr. Musk,

Please accept our compliments on your progress!

We especially admire your attitudes toward constant exploration of your blind spots and ready admittance when 
errors have been made. Very admirable indeed. It is with this spirit in mind we are hoping to address some of 
Nikola Tesla’s work, hidden from many, primarily aware of only Tesla’s electrical accomplishments.

We had the pleasure of meeting your chief technical officer JB Straubel when he attended, as keynote speaker, 
the Midwest Renewable Energy Association Conference. During the VIP dinner he was asked if he, or Tesla 
Motors. was familiar with the Tesla Turbine Engine. His reply was no, he had never heard of this, or was even 
aware that there could be such a thing! He was given our website but really didn’t take it seriously, having no idea 
Tesla considered this his Greatest Invention, Tesla by training & First Love a Mechanical Engineer!

Since its inception in 1906, until his death in 1943, Tesla promoted his thermal converters as the Real Solution. 
How interestingly ironic it is, that Tesla Motors chiefs have completely missed and discounted Tesla’s most     
important and comprehensive work. Proving once again that even the most “successful” among us are subject to 
such blinders. Please do become familiar with Tesla’s Comprehensive Solution. It is what you are seeking.

Also you should be aware, that Harold Stine, Chief of Naval Operations, White Sands Missile Base, essentially 
declared rocketry, Dead, in 1957, while describing a new branch of physics, designated electro-gravitics, 
(William Crooks/Thomas Townsend Brown). Stating that the classified performance characteristics of craft 
employing this physics may be above light speed. Also stating that the entire thing might soon go black. This 
happened quickly with the formation of NASA, in the autumn of 1958. How could you have missed this? Seems 
many more than you have! See the work of Dr. Paul LaViolett, for a fascinating narrative of all the details.

See Also: TeslaEngine.org; “The Open Secret.”
Original Documents have been distributed for decades now! 

Please also do get up to speed on the physics of Biphasic “Tesla Love.”  You have stated many many times that 
“Love is the answer.” What you have missed, as have most others, is that Tesla electrically generated “Love.” 
This Longitudinally polarized, other dimensional force, has proven to be the most effective treatment for a wide 
range of health conditions, including “incurable” cancers. Declared publicly as just such an advance by Tesla 
himself, in 1896! Suppressed in 1912 by the Rockefeller/Carnegie medical takeover by claims of quackery, while 
the opposite true. Not just Biphasics suppressed, but all forms of competing medical practice!

Hard to stop Biphasics now, as these devices have been sold in the millions for electro-massage! Even better 
yet,Tesla’s health regenerative claims have been overwhelmingly validated by modern medical researchers. 
Although still politically charged, it has proven the best hope for the very aggressive Glioblastomas and even 
restorative dentistry and macular degeneration, while ruling supreme in the treatment of psychological conditions, 
and so much more! Completely noninvasive, it is stealthily coming back into vogue.

Love Heals by Negation of the Transverse,                                      
Available to the Aware. Don’t miss out!     In your own words:
Praying you are Real!        http://www.TeslaEngine.org/musk.mp3
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